
With its maximum torque of 610 Nm, the Einhell pneumatic impact driver TC-PW 610 Compact is also well equipped for challenging tasks. Thanks to

its compact design, low weight and non-slip rubberized handle this impact driver is comfortable to handle even on prolonged assignments. Ergonomic

counterclockwise/clockwise selection (one setting/three settings) enables one-hand operation. This impact wrench comes with a 1/2” square drive. It

performs best using a hose inner diameter of 9 mm or more. Delivery includes 3 plastic-sleeved drill sockets (17/19/21 mm), 1 small oil bottle, 1 nipple

and 10 meters of thread seal tape in a practical transport and storage case.

Impact Wrench (Pneumatic)

TC-PW 610 Compact
Item No.: 4138965

Ident No.: 21011

Bar Code: 4006825660630

Features & Benefits
Powerful impact wrench with a max. torque of 610 Nm-

Also suitable for challenging tasks thanks to high power-

This impact wrench comes with a 1/2” square drive-

Compact design for working in hard-to-reach areas-

This light-weight product is comfortable to use on long jobs-

One-hand operation thanks to clockwise/counterclockwise selection-

Non-slip rubberized handle for safety during use-

Counter-clockwise (one-step) and clockwise operation (three-step)-

Top performance with a hose inner diameter of 9 mm or more-

With 3 plastic-sleeved drill sockets in sizes 17/19/21 mm-

Incl. 1 small oil bottle, 1 nipple and 10m thread seal tape-

Supplied in a practical transport and storage case-

Technical Data
- Max. release torque 610 Nm

- Operating pressure max. 8 bar

- No-load speed 9000 min^-1

- Air consumption 142 L/min

- Square drive 0.5 Inch

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.14 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 1.35 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 230 x 205 x 74 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 10.3 kg

- Dimensions export carton 455 x 300 x 185 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 4400 | 9100 | 10280

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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